Fern, a servant to the Davenport Family develops a sweet friendship with the family’s son Ryder. When
changes in the family occur, the two of them must hold on to their bond as the new Mrs. Davenport wants
to destroy everything that Fern holds dear.

City of Endless Night—Child, Lincoln / Preston, Douglas
Grace Ozmian, the daughter of a wealthy tech billionaire’s body is discovered, the head nowhere to be
found. A diabolical presence is haunting the greater metropolitan area, and Grace Ozmian was only the
first of many victims to be murdered.

Sisters Like Us—Mallery, Susan
Separately they may be a mess, but together Harper and Stacey can survive anything—their indomitable
mother, overwhelming maternity stores and ex’s weddings.

Still Me—Moyes, JoJo
As Louisa Clark tries to keep the two sides of her world together, she finds herself carrying secrets--not all
her own--that cause a catastrophic change in her circumstances. Follow the journey of iconic heroine
from Me Before You, and After You.

Dark in Death—Robb, J.D.
When a young woman is brutally murdered while attending a screening of Psycho at Times Square,

Eve Dallas is contacted by a writer of crime fiction who recognizes the case, and other recent killings,
from storylines in her books.

Fall From Grace—Steel, Danielle
Widowed at forty-nine, she discovers her husband has failed to include her in his will. Naïve, out of her
element, and alone in a world of shady international deals and dishonest people, she is set up by her boss
and finds herself faced with criminal prosecution.

Blood Fury—Ward, J.R.
Two couples (Peyton and Novo) and (Saxton and Ruhn) are both fighting to find love in the midst of the
war with the Lessening Society.
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